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SUMMARY In the present study, an attempt was made to examine the sensitivity of the Bereitschaftspotential (BP) preceding simple finger movement in revealing pathophysiological patterns of premovement cortical activity in patients with chronic unilateral lesions of the supplementary motor area (SMA). Usually, in healthy subjects, BP has a clear maximum in Cz with larger amplitudes than in Ccon (located over the motor cortex, contralateral to the performing hand). In the patients, amplitudes did not differ between Cz and Ccon. This effect of the lesion on BP topography, was found in movements of either side. However, intraintividual comparisons revealed that the reduction of the BP in Cz (relative to Ccon) was larger for movements contralateral to the SMA lesion than for those ipsilateral of it.

Although known since the paper by C. and O. Vogt,† the supplementary motor area (SMA), located on the mesial surface of the frontal lobe between the hemispheres, has recently regained attention, after recordings of the Bereitschaftspotential (BP) or readiness potential in patients with Parkinson’s disease‡ and measurements of regional cerebral blood flow§ § have shown that SMA is active in conjunction with voluntary movements. Based on increasing experimental data, it has been suggested by Kornhuber§ and by Deecke et al.¶ that the SMA is involved in the initiation of voluntary movement and in the temporal organisation of sequential motor tasks.

In healthy subjects, the BP is widespread and can be recorded even over the hemisphere ipsilateral to unilateral movement. For finger movement, the BP has its earliest onset at the vertex (Cz), where BP amplitude is maximum.¶ ¶ The independence of this generator at the fronto-central midline (presumably representing SMA) from the one in the primary motor cortex (MI) has been shown in patients with Parkinson’s disease.¶ ¶ Furthermore, using magnetoencephalography (MEG), the two generators, the earlier SMA and the later MI source, could be separated.¶ ¶ Based on these findings it was of interest to evaluate pathophysiological aspects of unilateral SMA lesion by means of BP measurements.

Patients with bilateral lesions of the SMA are known to remain as spontaneous and mute.¶ ¶ Acute, unilateral lesions of the SMA produce a transient “akinesia” or a lack of spontaneous activity on the contralateral side.¶ ¶ When on the left side, patients have transient problems in initiation or temporal organisation of speech.¶ ¶ In chronic stages it is usually hard to diagnose any lack of spontaneous activity in clinical observations except for some “laziness” in the spontaneous handling of verbal material (Duffy, personal communication). In the present investigation, an attempt was made to search for signs of SMA impairment in movement initiation as investigated by the BP method.

By having the patients perform rapid right and left finger movements in consecutive counterbalanced runs, depending on the side of the SMA lesion, movements contralateral and ipsilateral to the lesion were compared in the same experiment. This comparative study was believed to answer two points of interest: (1) Are there differences in BP amplitude if movements are performed ipsilaterally or contralaterally to the side of the SMA lesion? (2) Has the BP still its maximum at the fronto-central midline (Cz) in patients with unilateral SMA lesions as found in healthy subjects?

A preliminary report of the present data appeared as a congress abstract.¶ ¶
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Method

Twelve experiments were carried out on 12 patients, four of whom were female and eight male, mean age 53 years. Patients were selected by scanning the files of about 21,000 computerised tomograms (CTs) at Ulm Neurological University Clinic. Twenty CTs matched the following criteria of selection: CTs had to show (1) a lesion of the supplementary motor area (SMA), (2) this had to be unilateral, (3) should expand from the mantle edge to the cingulate sulcus, (4) had to be restricted to the SMA, (5) had to be solitary, and (6) patients had to be right handed. Lesions consisted of infarctions within the territory of the anterior cerebral artery, or of meningiomas of the falx, or other tumours, after operation. From the 20 patients whose CTs were taken into closer consideration, 15 agreed to be readmitted to the clinic and volunteered to participate in an experiment of 3 to 4 hours duration. In the end, only 12 patients matched our strict criteria of successful BP experiments.

The CTs were evaluated by the method of Blunk et al. which was extended to include high frontoparietal sections. Lesion areas in the patients' CTs were transferred to dot diagrams of nine standard CT axial matrices in a computer-readable form. Eight patients had their lesions in the right hemisphere, four had them in the left. According to the mental design of the study all data were processed in terms of "affected hand" (that is, movements performed contralaterally to the SMA lesion) or of "healthy hand" (movements performed ipsilaterally to the SMA lesion). For display, all lesions were shifted to the right hemisphere: fig 1A shows the superimposed CT lesions of the 12 patients and fig 1B the lesion area that was common for the 12 patients.

Handedness was assessed by a questionnaire modified after Oldfield. All 12 patients scored 100% dextrality and had this score already in their premorbid times. Four patients had rare Jacksonian fits, nine reported troubles of concentration or memory, three complained of headache, two had a weak hemiparesis of only the leg. The mean period between the event causing the lesion and the experiment was 4.5 years (SD = 4.53), the shortest latency being 14 months. On clinical observation, no differences in use of either hand other than those of handedness were found.

Patients were comfortably seated in an EEG chair in an electrically shielded quiet room. The performing hand loosely grasped the handle of a modified pistol which was mounted on the arm rest of the chair. When pulling the trigger by flexing the index finger, an electrical circuit was opened describing onset time and duration of the performance (cf. mechanogram ("Mech.") in fig 2). However,
Fig 2  (A) Grand averages of the BP prior to flexions of the index finger. Movements were performed by the hand contralateral to the SMA lesion ("affected hand"). Graphs are arranged in a topographical manner. The index "con" is the abbreviation for electrode sites contralaterally located to the performing hand; "ips" means "ipsilateral" to the performing hand. Each graph represents the mean of 1536 artifactfree trials (12 Ss x 128 trials). Abrupt onset of the movement seen in the rectified EMG (rEMG) of the flexor digitorum muscle, pars indicis, was used for trigger.

(B) Grand averages of the BP for movements ipsilateral to the SMA lesion ("healthy hand"). Data analysis and presentation analogous to fig 2A.
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Movement onset for triggering ($t = 0$) was determined by the first activity in the rectified EMG (rEMG) of the flexor digitorum communis muscle, pars indicis (cf. "EMG" in fig 2). Only those trials were taken for averaging in which the rEMG has a clear-cut ascent.

Large electrodes (16 mm in diameter) were affixed to the scalp using Grass EC2 cream at positions F3, Fz, F4, FCz (10% anterior of the vertex in order to overly the SMA), C3, Cz (vertex), C4, P3, Fz, and P4. These 10 channels along with the EOG (medial upper versus lateral lower orbital rim) rEMG, and the mechanogram were averaged in an off-line procedure that automatically rejected those trials, which on-line had been marked as contaminated by artifacts (because of movements of eyes or orofacial musculature, etc.). Interelectrode impedances were kept below 1 kΩ in order to prevent skin potential artifacts.¹⁹

Finger flexions contralateral to the SMA lesion ("affected hand") and finger flexions ipsilateral to the SMA lesion ("healthy hand") were performed in separate runs of 64 artifact-free trials, the order of which was balanced across experiments. Each experiment consisted of four runs, bringing together the total number of 128 trials per condition.

The analysis period was 3 seconds, 25s of which were pre-trigger. The baseline was created by subtracting the last 0-75 s. The time constant was 2-7 s (EMG 0-3 s) and the upper frequency limit was 70 Hz (EMG 700 Hz). In order to derive a single parameter for statistical tests, the mean negativity over the last 100 ms prior to movement onset was calculated (N-BP). For statistics, the Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank test (including Bonferroni's correction) was used.

Lesion-induced effects on the BP were assessed by comparing the BP for movements of the "affected hand" with the BP for movements of the "healthy hand". The following parameters were used for these comparisons: N-BP recorded in the different leads, and dN-BP, difference between Cz and Ccon (Ccon: position over the motor cortex hand area contralateral to the performing hand) and dN-BP, difference between FCz and Ccon, in order to quantify BP topography.

Reasoning from previous investigations,² it was believed that activity from the SMA can be best recorded from leads over the fronto-central midline (FCz and Cz). The parameters dN-BP, and dN-BP, were supposed to be adequate for quantifying a relative BP reduction over the fronto-central midline since it is known from literature that in healthy human subjects a BP maximum can consistently be found at Cz, which implies that the BP in Cz is larger than the one in Ccon.²⁰⁻²⁴

Results

In central and parietal recordings, a surface negative Bereitschaftspotential (BP) preceded the finger movements which were performed either contralaterally or ipsilaterally to the SMA lesion (fig 2A, B).

Comparing the two conditions, the mean negativity during the last 100 ms prior to the onset of the movement (N-BP) revealed hardly any difference. In particular, no significant differences could be found in FCz and Cz: In FCz, the amplitudes were $-2.46 \mu V$ (SE 0.61) for the "affected hand" and $-2.62 \mu V$ (SE 0.62) for the "healthy hand". In Cz, the amplitudes were $-3.53 \mu V$ (SE 0.58) for the "affected hand" and $3.76 \mu V$ (0.68) for the "healthy hand".

In the two conditions, "healthy hand" and "affected hand", the largest amplitudes of N-BP were obtained in Cz and Ccon. dN-BP, was significant neither for movements of the "healthy hand" nor for those of the "affected hand", that is, a significant BP maximum in Cz was missing in both conditions. This relative reduction of the BP over the fronto-central midline, which represents an effect of the SMA lesion was larger for movements of the "affected hand" than it was for those of the "healthy hand"; N-BP for movements of the "healthy hand" averaged $-3.76 \mu V$ (SE 0.68) in Cz and $-3.45 \mu V$ (SE 0.42) in Ccon, whereas N-BP for movements of the "affected hand" averaged $-3.53 \mu V$ (SE 0.58) in Cz but as much as $-3.89 \mu V$ (SE 0.47) in Ccon. Within-subject differences of dN-BP, surpassed the level of significance ($p < 0.05$).

dN-BPF, was significant for movements contralateral to the SMA lesion with larger BP amplitudes in Ccon ($p < 0.05$). The reduction of BP amplitudes in FCz (relative to Ccon) was larger in movements of the "affected hand" than it was in those of the "healthy hand" ($p < 0.05$).

Discussion

Two results seem to be of interest: (1) In patients with unilateral lesions of the SMA, a BP maximum at Cz is missing in movements of either side. (2) The relative reduction of the BP amplitude in the fronto-central midline (FCz and Cz) as compared with Ccon is larger for movements contralateral to the SMA lesion than for those ipsilateral of it.

Owing to the first result, unilateral SMA lesions affect, to some extent, BP topography in movements of either side. This finding may support the concept that each SMA is involved in movements of either side of the body, at least in simple movements such as flexions of the finger. In our cases, the remaining SMA might control both MI areas, the contralateral one via known connections through the corpus callosum which, according to the CTs, remained intact in our subjects. There is evidence in the literature for this assumption: In monkeys, SMA neurons showed modulation of their activity during particular movements and did so regardless of whether the contralateral or the ipsilateral arm was used.²⁵ In humans, measurements of the regional cerebral blood flow show bihemispheric activation of the SMA and basal ganglia with unilateral movements, whereas MI activation is only contralateral.²⁶

The second result can be taken as evidence that, in
unilateral finger movement, the contralateral SMA contributes a little bit more to the initiation of a movement. Consequently, for movements contralateral to the SMA lesion, a larger BP reduction over the fronto-central midline is found as compared with movements ipsilateral to the lesion.

Recently, it has been shown that the BP over the fronto-central midline increased when single movements were performed simultaneously or sequentially. It has been suggested that this additional negativity (when comparing it with the BP prior to a single movement) reflects a greater activation of the supplementary motor area.24 It might well be that the compensation of unilateral SMA lesions holds only for simple movements and that the employment of motor tasks with increasing difficulty could reveal SMA deficits in clinical tests as well as in BP studies. A recent case study of Dick et al.25 substantiates these assumptions by demonstrating intact simple movements but disturbed simultaneous or sequential movements in a patient with a unilateral SMA lesion.

The search for the function proper of the SMA and for those BP paradigms that are discriminant is not only of interest for patients with SMA lesions but also for patients with Parkinson's disease since there is increasing evidence that some of the motor abnormalities seen in Parkinson's disease might be understood in terms of relations between the basal ganglia and the supplementary motor area as already pointed out by O. Förster18 in 1936 when describing what he called "pallidumähnliches Frontalhirnsyndrom nach Läson von area 6aβ" (pallidum-like syndrome of the frontal lobes caused by lesions of area 6aβ) and as substantiated in previous investigations.27 29 30
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